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AMORE CRITICAL LOOK AT SOME OF THE ASSUMPTIONS USED IN
ALLOCATING COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE FOR LAND
TRANSPORT INVESTMENT

J.D. MACLEAN &J.M. HICKMAN

ABSTRACT,~ The history of recent COmmonwealth assistance for Loads

and urban public transport reveals that there is oft$n

a dichotomy between, on the one hand" the assumptions

used in both federal planning and programming and social

cost: benefit evaluation in relation to such assistance,

and on the other hand, the practicalities of trying to

centrally contIol and direct thi 5 assistance and the

actual practice,s adopted by transport: administrators when

making their investment decisions.. This paper looks at

several features of I'ec'ently evolved federal controls over

the use of I'9ads and urban public transport ass~:stance

provided by the Commonwealth" It then briefly examines

dive,zgences between the investment pattezns indicated as

wazzanted by social cost benefit evaluations and that

pattezn zesulting fzom Commonwealth legislation, The

view:s expzessed in this papez' do not necessaz'ily zepzesent

those of the Commonwealth Tzeasuzy ..
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vestigations appear to be needed and are generally accepted

as a substantial improvement on past practices.

In the case of roads(l) assistance, the Common_

wealth Bureau of Roads (BOR) recommended a program of assis

tance derived from the extensive data input collected for the

Australian Road Survey; in the case of UPT, assistance was

provided to those projects which satisfied the SBCA criteria

and certain othel: guidelines. The latter evaluations have

been largely carried out by the Bureau of Transport Economics
(BTE) .

It is important to note at the outset the funda

mental difference in the basis of determining the investment

"needs" of roads and urban public transport. The BOR in

assessing roads needs does not primarily come forward with a

detailed program of road improvements but rather recommends

a program of a certain size (in dollar terms) as being "warran

ted and feasible". On the other hand, the BTE's analysis of

UPT proj ect,s concentrates on particular proj eets which are

evaluated prior to being 11 approved" (2) . There is no overall

assessment of UPT needs cor'responding with the BOR's Australia

wide assessment of roads investment needs and no BOR project

by project evaluati.on of individual road projects of the type
conducted by BTE in relation to UPT ..

L The Conunonwealth Aid Roads Act 1969 did to an extent
draw on the road needs calculations of the BOR for the
period 1969/70 to 1973/74 however the approp>;'iations
reflect both past practice (Commonwealth Aid Roads Act
1964) and 1969 BOR input.

2" The approval conditions to be met under the roads and
UPT assistance progr'ams are outlined in the respective
Acts ..
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the Federal Government assumed a significant degree of respon_

sibility and influence with regard to transport planning.

Administrative procedures under the current roads

and UPT Acts strongly reflect the broad planning role for the

Federal Government, envisaged by Mr .. Whitlam by way of procedures

for project submitt,al, Commonwealth examination I and subsequent

Commonwealth approval or rejection of Stat,e proposals.. In the

case of roads assistance, such comprehensive Federal oversight

was a significant expansion of central control over that exer

cised by the Commonwealth under the Commonwealth Aid Roads

Act 1969 and previous roads assistance Acts, while the UPT

assistance program heralded for the first time a major pro

vision of Commonwealth funds as one aIm of the Labor Government's

policy to improve the quality of city life (foI a discussion

of Labor's urban policies see Budget Paper No .. 8 - 1974/75).

The UPT Acts provided for administrative procedures such as to

enSUIe an all powerful role fOI the Commonwealth in determining

the ultimate use of its funds ..

Roads

On the quest,ion of the " need" for the involvement

of the Australian Government, in the State road planning process,

the Bureau of Roads stated in its 1973 Report, on Roads in Aus

tralia (p. 253):

lilt is because of thernagnitude of the Australian

GoveI'nment I s proposed financial contribution, as

well as the clear national interest in many

elements of the road system, that we have recom

mended much mOIe involvement in physical matters

than has so far been the case in the history of

gIants to the States for roads".



nt
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The passage of the Roads Grants Bill 1974 through

Parliament coincided with and added to a period of considerable

turbulence in Australian Parliamentary history, with the COn

flic,t on the roads legislation centering on t,he extent of

federal planning power sought over the States ..

In his Second Reading Speech (18 July 1974) Trans_

port Minister Janes just,ified the proposed program approval

arrangements (full submission of State programs of works for

approval, and requirements for federal representation on State

bodies responsible for programming and providing policy advice

on matters relating to roads) on the grounds of achieving the

development of the Labar. Government's major transport goals.

Provisions which would have required the sUbmittal

of all State road projects (regardless of the source of finance

and regardless of whether Conunonwealth funds were used ·on the

project or not) to the federal Minister for approval came under

strong attack by the then Shadow Transport Minister, Mr" Nixon"

As he put it (Hansard, 1 August 1974):

liThe potential for delay, procrastination and

argument before any road project can be put under:

way should be obvious to all" .•• These provisions

create an impossible situation" •••• the adminis

trative work to send detailed programs to Can

berra, to have them checked and approved and

possibly argued about and then actual perform

ance checked against the program, is an unwieldy

and long and inefficient process" " ••• It is clear

to see that the States are being forced into an

impossible position with regard to roads, road

construction, taxation of road users and the

administration of their own works. This is a
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States Ol:' local authorities had expended any monies on projects

(other than for urban, arterial roads) not included- in the

program of projects approved by the Minister for Transport

were also rejected by Parliament. The Opposition further

reduced the planning and programming influence sought by the

Commonwealth by removing all reference to the Minister for

Urban and Regional Development from the Act.

At the same time however there was general accept

ance by the Opposition parties of the National Roads Bill 1974

under which approved projects for construction and maintenance

on roads declared by the federal Minister for Transport as

either nat,ional highways, or export roads or major commercial

roads would be wholly financed from Commonwealth funds. The

Government was successful in overriding a suggested amendment

to the Bill which would have required the federal Minister to

enter into agreements with the States when declaring these

roads.

The States also showed a surprisingly favourable

attitude to this legislation even though it represented a sig

nificant extension of federal authority. The Bureau of Roads

had recommended that the Commonwealth meet 80% of national

highway costs, had not suggested the commercial and export

road category, and had recommended that all roads assistance

be encompassed in one Act.

The National Roads Act 1974 must be seen in two

lights - one in that it recognises the importance of a national

roads network and seeks to coordinate this system across States

and secondly, it represents an exercise in Federal/State muscle

flexing of responsibility under the Constitution. The Con

stitution does not give federal Parliament specific road con

struction powers but does allow it to assume roads construction
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and maintenance responsibility for roads relating to the
(Section 122), to defence (Section 51(vi)) and to

interstate and overseas trade and commerce (Section 51(i)).

these powers the Commonwealth could probably set up its

construction authority to do such works and t,his must. re

main as a potential threat to State Road Authority autonomy.

Nevertheless under the National Roads Act 1974 the Commonwealth

recognises the role of the State Road Authorities as the con

struction agency on works approved by the federal Minister ..

The most notable example of the potential for the

commonwealth to intrude, under this Act., into state affairs

concerned the proposed realignment of the Hume Highway in NSW

Goulburn and Albury. Prime Minister Whitlam seemed

treat this proposal of realignment as a further testing of

the untried powers of the Constitution to declare, locate and

possibly build "national" roads in t,he States, but t,he proposed

realignment was strongly opposed by the NSW Government. In

the event however the poor prospect,ive economic return shown

for this proposal, when evaluated by the BOR (1975), persuaded

the Commonwealth Government not to proceed with its proposals

to relocate and rebuild this section of the national highway

network.

Connnent---.-
Although the existing roads Acts cont,ain a con

siderable dilution of the extensive federal planning and pro

gramming powers originally sought by the Commonwealth it

be noted that no federal funds for roads (and transport

planning and research) can be spent on projects which have not

been approved by the Minister for Transport and that the Roads

Grants Act 1974 empowers the Minister to penalise the States

if there is any state or local government expenditure (from

their own financial sources) on urban arterial roads which
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has not been approved by the Federal Government. The Minister

also has the power to declar'e roads under the National Roads

Act without consultation with the States and it would appear

that the Commonwealth could seek to establish its own con

struction authority to execute works under this Act ..

The powers assumed by the Federal Government have

led to a cumbersome system of appr'ovals under all roads Acts

and such app:rovals do not appear to have achieved anything

concrete. The Commonwealth Government, did not accept (the

apparently logical) Bureau recommendations to use the BOR as

its expert body for examining State expenditure proposals.

Instead it vested this power with the Department of Transport

which did not have guidelines on how to assess State proposals

nOI', initially, sufficient staff to adequately process State

programs.

The approval process has led to delays and uncer

tainties and has created a significant, constriction on the

orderly process of State road construction.. Overall there is

just no clear evidence to suggest either the federal erosion

of planning and programming powers of the State Road Authorities

has been warranted; or that the current Acts ar:e achieving

more desirable road expenditure practices t,han those which

existed under the terms of the 1969 roads legislation, or

whether: ther:'e is justification in continuing with the instituted

arrangements. This is pa:r:ticularly so when it is recognised

that the Commonwealth provides something le~s than 40% of the

total funds expended on roads and that, apart from Urban Arter-'

ials, the Commonwealth has no influence over: where, and on

what projects, the balance of the funds are expended.
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The history and nature of the federal program of

assistanCe is, as stated pr:'eviously, significantly differ

ft'om roadsa commonwealth financial assistance for roads

back to the 1920's while assistance for UPT commenced only

1973.

The commonwealth initiative in UPT actually dates

19'71 when the Australian Transport Advisory council (ATAC)

advisers to prepare as a matter of urgency, and with

assistance of the BTE, a report on the overall need for

in UPT services and prospective sources of finance

this purpose in the years to 1979 (BTE 1972).

This Report was considered by ATAC in June ~972

while no action arose di.rectly out of that consideration

Report was subsequently th" basis for election promises

then prime Minister McMahon ajld Opposition Leader Whitlam.

These promises of improvements to public t,ransport

only one part of the campaign to attract the urban voter

federal funding of activities which had previously

left almost entirely to the responsibility of the states·

assistance was also promised for such urban act,ivities

sewerage, land commissions, growth centr:'es, housing and

Presumably, the rationale for extension of Federal

influence to these new areas of responsibility re

te political gain rather than economic rationality be

(with the exception of public transport) as far as we

aware there had been no examination of the economics of

of these initiat.ives.
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Even the 1972 BTE Report, on which both parties

based their promises relating to UPT, was not an lIin depth ll

examination of public transport needs and/or options and the

BTE were quick to point out the severe -limitations of its

report as a basis fot initiating a large scale program of assis_

tance"

The Report states (at page 4) that the BTE

"has refrained specifically from comment on the

administration of urban public transport, trans

port planning, pricing policies, urban develop

ment policies, decentralization and transport

technology"

and that

"this does not imply that the BTE considers the

existing institutional arrangements, pricing

policies or urban development strategies to be

optimal" .

In addition, Victoria had refused to cooperate in

supplying data and information to the BTE and the remaining

States were poorly placed to provide well thought out lists of

projects which could be readily implemented and justified in

terms of their entire UPT needs ..

Upon elect, ion however, the Labor Government proceeded,

notwithstanding these qualifications, on a program to provide

capital funds by way of interest free non-repayable grant. to

the States for expenditure on Commonwealth approved UPT projects.
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to the operation of each facility, the Commonwealth role in

total public transport policy is therefore at best shallow.

In addition, as the Commonwealth did not have full control

over all State UPT projects, this allowed the States signifi_

cant scope to proceed with uneconomic projects entirely at

their own expense (by relieving State budgets of the need to

fUlly fund approved projects).

The repercussions of concentrating on capital re

quirements can be seen in the policy conflicts which sUbs~quent..

1y arose.. At the same time as Prime Minister Whitlam. was

exhorting State Premiers to reduce the losses on their business

undertakings his Government was supporting projects Which, on

the basis of BTE analyses, and State pricing policies were not

financially viable.. Of course this is not necessarily a bad

thing per se I but t,he assistance program has ignored ~.!.!. quest

ions of operating subsidies, deficits, capital replacement

provisions, pricing policies and the like.

It is obvious that transport planning should com

prehend a much wider range of issues than capital investment

and economic viability on SCBA criter:'ia if it is to be effect

ive. The UPT scheme introduced under the Labor Administration

concentrated to a great extent on the capital backlog aspect

with minimal concern for the whole range of other matters which

influence the effectiveness of transport plans.

Despite these drawbacks the UPT Agreement, by which

capital assistance was provided to the States, did emphasise

the need for careful planning of individual projects. The

Commonwealth Government was not to be liable for cost increases

due to faulty planning; master plans and specifications had to

be submitted to the Commonwealth for approval, and $1 million

was provided under the Urban Public Transport (Research and
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needed new rolling stock/bus acquisition from Commonwealth

grants in 1975/76 they did have Commonwealth funds available

for (probably) lower priority projects approved in previous
years ..

Comment

There are then, as we see it, three major reasons

Why the Federal planning and programming controls for UPT have

been limited in their effectiveness. The first reason is: that

the scheme implemented was aimed at only one area of urban

transport. need - capital - and failed to adequately comprehend

other factors such as pricing and operating policies.

Secondly, the Agreement negotiated with the States

did not allow the States sufficient flexibility in their Use

of available funds with the result that not all available

funds have been used and that States have been locked into

their priorities of 1973 and 1974 in 1975 and 1976. Further

the haste in implementing the scheme seems to have led the

States to be frustratingly over-optimistic in their estimates

of ability to complete works on schedule, and to give little

thought to priorities between years.

Also the States seem to have been irivolved in too

many projects with the result that a number of them are well

behind schedule and imposing increasing demands on available

funds with the public suffering as a result of both the fund

dispersions and slow progress.

Finally, the assistance program was introduced in

order to achieve certain federal objectives. However the

Agreement has not allowed the Commonwealth to specify projects

itself or to force the pace on approved projects submitted by
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the States. These limitations in effect leave the Commonwealth

with very little effective planning and programming power.

From the federal viewpoint it can be concluded that

under the current UPT assist,ance Agreement, the federal plan....

ning and programming responsibilities are of limited use, and

have probably added to the delays in State implementation of

approved projects.. It is evident that the Commonwealth should

either seek to ext,end its powers over the State or alt,ernat,ively

to retreat considerably in it,s functions of control and leave

the States with the responsibility of improving their respective

UPT networks. In this context it will be interesting to ob·

serve how the present government applies it,s "Federalism"

policy in this area ..

IS SCBA OF USE AS A PLANNING TOOL?

The BOR in its 1973 Report outlined the evaluation

processes followed in reaching its recommended roads assistance

program for the five year period commencing 1974/75.. The BOR

claimed that its recommendations would, if implemented, lead

a rational allocation of resources in and to the road con-

struction industry_

our claim is that in practice the recommendations

of the Bureau weI'e so altered by Government in their implemen·

tat ion as to effectively rupture any nexus between the Bureau's

IIwarranted and feasible programll and the actual implementation

of works by the State Road Authorities.

The warranted (on SCBA grounds) and feasible (on

financial and resource availability) program recommended by
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the BOR suffered many changes before emerging as the Roads

Grants Act 1974, the National Roads Act 1974 and the Transport

(Planning and Research) Act 1974. Readers familiar with the

current roads legislation and BOR 1973 Report. will be aware

of the differences between the recommendat,ions of the Bureau

and the Acts as they emerged (e .. g .. Commonwealth assistance at

a lower level than that recommended, mUltiple Acts rather

than the single Act recommended, the inclusion of the Export

and Major Commercial Roads program which was not assessed by

the Bureau, the exclusion of federal assistance for roads

maintenance (other than for Rural Locals, where expenditure

on construction and maintenance cannot be separated, and

National Highways), the inclusion of the beef roads category

against Bureau advice, the dropping of equalisation and sup

plementary grants for Western Australia and Tasman~a and so

forth). Such decisions are obviously within the prerogative

of the Commonwealth Government to make even though in Some

cases, there is an obvious wedge driven between the rational

program as defined by the Bureau and the federal assistance
progx:'am ..

TwO further matters give us reason to question

the usefulness of the BOR evaluation as a planning tool so

far as Australian Gover'nment assistance for roads is concerned.

First, the Australian Road Survey, which is the

basis of the Bureau·s 1973 input for its evaluation model,

was used to identify almost a quarter of a million potential

pr'ojects. By necessity this analysis must be "broad brush"

by nature and must call into question the precision of t,he

BOR recommendations and the authority they command. This

problem aside, the BOR evaluation process also involves a

scheduling process Whereby:

"all road projects were arranged in descending
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SELECTED COMPARISONS OF ROAD FUND In

'"DISTRIBUTIONS - STATES ONLY (% OF TOTAL) 00

1974/75 to 1978/79 1974/75 to 1976/77 Actual GrantsWarranted and Aust.Government 1974/75 to 1976/77Feasible Program Recommended as at 1974(all Govt.sources) (by BOR) Grant
% % %

'-lNat. Highways 10.6 20.9 29.3 .
Cl

(Const.) .
Nat. Highways 1.1 2.8 3.5 ;;:

III
(Maint.)

0
I-'Export & MaJor

3.6 ro- -
IIIComm. Roads

"
'"

Urnan Arterials 26.5 35.3 32.3
'-lSun Total (a) 38.2 59.0 68.7 ,
;;:-- -- --Rural Arterials 16.8 18.2 11.7 (b) :I1
f-'.Rural Locals 13.7 15.3 14.2 0

""Urban Locals 6.2 1.5 2.7 ;;
III

"
MITERS 2.0 2.7 2.7Road Maintenance 23.1 3.3

--- ---Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(a) Since the Export and Major Commercial Roads category was in fact bas1cally
evaluated as urban arterial roads, a better comparison is made at this
degree of aggregation.

(b) Includes Beef Roads - (not recommended as a separate category by BOR).
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$M DISCOUNTED AT 7%

Capital Cost
118.219

Operating Savings
48 .. 350

Benefits to Existing Passengers 103.434
Benefits to Generated Passengers 15.957
Benefits to Converted Passengers 98.982 (a)
Benefits to Remaining Road Users 19.860 286.583

(a) Includes $33.94 million accruing to one project.

The benefits which "justify" the projects examined

in the Report are diverse in nature and accrue to different

sectors of the community.. It is inevitable given, first, the

nature of benefits and, secondly, the pricing practices and

policies which have been allowed to develop in Australia

that the undertaking of these projects would have added substan

tially to the annual sUbsidy required for public transport

operators notwithstanding that the projects were warranted on
SCBA criteria ..

An examination of each category of "costs" and
"benefits" shows why this must be so"

Capital Costs are met by the State or

Governments by way of loans or grants. While the finapcial

implications of px:'oviding assistance by way of loan furtds

rather than grant moneys are obviously significant, the

gone return on grant moneys is just as significant a cost

the community as is the cost of loan repayments and

to the transport authority. Under the terms of the UPTA

is an explicit capital sUbsidy of two-thirds of the cost

each approved project; a non-recovered pUblic~~ and a
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Turning to "Remaining Road User Benefits ll
, in the

absence of any form of road pricing it is impossible to rec,oup

any contribution towards the capital cost of public transport

improvements by charging for these benefits. These benefits

are therefore again in the nature of private benefits.

is Obvious, however, that all the potential generated and con

verted benefits (and related patronage level) will not be

achieved if an attempt is made to recover investment costs.

It is thus impossible to both pass on the maximum benefit to

users and for the operator to recoup the full cost of providing

the benefits.

F'C.,.I---....:::."

.FORE.
IMPROVe.MENT

PERCEIVED
co&r
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In the BTE "corridor evaluations" the cost of

construct,ion saved (by conversion of t.ravellers to

transport) is included as a benefit. This "saving
ll

that at a certain level of congestion road capacity

have been increased rather than the peak allowed to

In reality however decisions on the expansion of

capacity (particularly by way of freeway construction)

determined by a number of factors (including Government

and the availability of finance) and in these circum

the supposed "savings" are at best hypothetical and,

would consider, would not be significantly dependent. on

transport improvements. It is therefore suggested

these "savings" should not be regarded as benefits in

same sense as at,her benefits having a more direct causal

WnSnl.p with the public transport improvement..

Of all the categories of benefits only "operating

r'esult in savings to "the operator. All other cate

gories of benefits accrue to individuals and while the assurnp~'

tion is made that individuals are willing to pay for the

benefit in some cases it is not possible to charge for it and

in others the SCBA merit will suffer drastically if any attempt

is made t,o incorporate a cost recovery assumption in the

analyses. Thus the undertaking of many of these projects

would result in an increased subsidy from the taxpayeYs as a

whole to the users of the facility.

Comment

It is apparent then that while UPT projects may

appear to be worthwhile investment on SCBA criteria the bene

fits which justify the projects would in many cases accrue

to a particular section of the community which is not contri

buting proportionately more toward the cost of the project

than the community as a whole.. The undertaking of i.mprove-
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